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Estimation of the signal function de ned on the unit sphere of the Euclidean
space is considered Gaussian continuous time white noise model is supposed
Uniform norm is chosen as a loss function and exact asymptotic minimax risk
is derived extending the result of Korostelev  The exact asymptotic
minimax risk is given also for the L
 
loss applying the result of Pinsker 	
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where     is the noise size and dW 	x
 is the Gaussian white noise in S
d
 that is








































The Lebesgue measure of the sphere can be dened with the help of the Lebesgue
measure of R
d
 see Rudin 	  page 
 It is a Borel measure invariant with
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where      and  is the Riemannian metric of S
d










 and the true signal function
f	x


















 u   be a loss function i e a continuous bounded monotone function
of u w	






























































































































































































































 proved corresponding result for estimating regression function











 presented results for the continuous time white noise model on the real line
and gave also evaluation of the asymptotic minimax risk for estimating derivatives
of the signal function
Previously for instance Hall Watson and Cabrera 	
 have studied kernel
density estimation on the sphere and Hendriks 	
 has studied Fourier series
density estimates on Riemannian manifolds However exact minimax constants
have not been previously given in the case of spherical data
The proof of Theorem  is given in sections  and  The upper bound is proved
in Section  using ideas presented in Korostelev 	
 and the lower bound is proved
in Section  using ideas presented in Donoho 	
 In Section  exact asymptotic
minimax risk is given when estimating signal function belonging to the spherical
Sobolev ball and the L
 
loss is used This extends the result in Pinsker 	

 The Upper Bound
























































































where    is arbitrary 	N i
   S
d














is the closest member of the set f
N
 	 	 	  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which approaches to  as     










































































































































































































































































where we used Equation 	
  
The upper bound follows from lemma  and lemma  by an similar argument as
was given in Korostelev 	

 The Lower Bound























where       S
d
 Let N  N	




 i   	 	 	  N  that the functions J
Ni
have disjoint supports
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 The complete class of estimators for estimating
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is of the form 	









































































































































































































 when N 
	
























































































































 is satised ultimately as    by Equation 	
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and      was chosen arbitrarily  
 Estimation with the L

loss
Let us also consider estimation with the L
 
loss assuming that the signal function be
longs to the Sobolev ball We will give exact asymptotic minimax constant applying
the result of Pinsker 	







 s   be the Sobolev space of S
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 consisting of real eigenfunctions
of  	Gine 
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The proof of the theorem follows from Pinsker 	 Theorem 













  are integers 
ki
are i i d N	 
     is the noise size and the
sequence   	
ki

 is in l
 

















































From Pinsker 	 Theorem 






















































































For the circle S



















 k	k  
 and dimE
k
 k   when k   For the ddimensional sphere
S
d
it is known that 
k
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	Takeuchi  pages   


























Thus Theorem  follows by applying 	
 if we choose a
k
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